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Introduction

Natural language technology eases everyday life by helping the information
flow between humans and computers. Diverse applications of the field
exist which can aid e.g. writing texts, understanding foreign languages
or finding relevant information pieces. Text processing is a branch of
language technology, which includes the automated analysis of textual data.
Several processing layers can be distinguished such as text segmentation,
morphological parsing, syntactic parsing or semantic analysis. Practical
applications often build tools pipelining such components one after
another. While many layers are not available for numerous languages,
two preprocessing steps are indispensable for most of the cases. Words
and sentences are the basic units of text mining applications, therefore
segmentation must be performed first. Beside this, the lemmata and the
part-of-speech (PoS) of words are also necessary components of such
systems, thus morphological parsing is carried out next.
In most of the cases, text segmentation systems are accurate and remain
robust amongst domains, hence the task is considered to be solved. However,
there are numerous scenarios (such as the case of noisy texts) on which
existing approaches fail, thus posing new challenges to researchers.
Further on, PoS tagging is another well-researched field of natural
language processing (NLP), as diverse methods exist solving the problem in
many languages. In practice, these algorithms mostly build on data-driven
techniques thus restricting their applicability by the corpus they model.
Furthermore, most of the tagging methods target English first, hence
ignoring serious problems caused by rich morphological systems. In that
way, disambiguating between part-of-speech labels becomes insufficient,
thus full morphological tagging algorithms are required assigning full
morpho-syntactic tags and computing lemmata as well. Therefore, language
technology needs preprocessing methods which can handle morphologically
rich languages efficiently and perform well on less-resourced scenarios at the
same time.
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The aim of this study is twofold. Firstly, morphological tagging
algorithms are investigated which can handle agglutinative languages and
domain adaptation scenarios effectively. Secondly, methods suitable for
less-resourced noisy domains are examined.
First, we were interested in how existing methods can be applied
for full morphological tagging of agglutinative languages yet remaining
suitable for domain adaptation tasks. As a result we present an
accurate lemmatization method and an efficient morphological tagging chain.
Following this, we examined how one can improve combination schemes
of full morphological taggers in order to raise the overall annotation
quality. In that way, an architecture is introduced which fits well for
agglutinative languages and improves the baselines used.
Beside tagging methods, their applications also played a central role in
this study. We were interested in creating a proper tagger tool for speech
transcripts which can help linguists in their research. In doing so, a
methodology is described that can estimate morphosyntactic complexity of
speech transcripts automatically.
The third part of this study deals with the preprocessing of electronic
health records. In particular, first we were interested in how one can develop
a proper text segmentation algorithm using existing methods. A hybrid
framework was presented using diverse symbolic and machine learning
components, thus resulting in a precise tokenization and SBD method.
Following this, we looked into the questions what the main pitfalls of
morphological taggers are which target noisy clinical texts and how
PurePos can be adapted for tagging medical texts properly. This part
presents several adaptation techniques relying on domain-specific knowledge,
thus improving the annotation quality significantly.
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Methods

In the course of our work, diverse corpora were used. First, the Szeged Corpus
[22] was employed for developing and evaluating general tagging methods.
Further on, these algorithms were tested on Old and Middle Hungarian [12]
texts as well. Next, methods for speech transcripts were analyzed on the
HUKILC corpus [2].
Beside existing ones, two new corpora were created manually from
electronic health records. These texts enabled us to design algorithms for the
clinical domain. Concerning their usage, texts were usually split into training,
development and test sets.
As regards methods used, most of our work resulted in hybrid solutions.
On the one hand, we built on symbolic morphological analyzers and
rule-based (pattern matching) components. On the other hand, stochastic and
machine learning algorithms were heavily utilized as well.
Morphological analyzers played a central role in our study, since their
usage is inevitable for morphologically complex languages. In most of the
cases we employed (adapted versions [12, 23, 16]) of Humor [24, 25, 26] but
the MA of magyarlanc [27] was used as well.
As regards machine learning algorithms, tagging experiments were based
on hidden Markov models [28, 29]. Our approach built on two well-known
tools which are Brant’s TnT [30] and HunPos [31] from Halácsy et al.
Besides, other common methods such as n-gram modeling, suffix-tries
and general interpolation techniques were utilized as well. Further on,
the proposed combination scheme applied instance-based learning [32]
implemented in the Weka toolkit [33].
Beside supervised learning, unsupervised techniques were employed
as well. Identification of sentences was performed using the collocation
extractions measure of Dunning [34]. In fact, we based on the study of Kiss
and Strunk [35], which employs scaling factors for the log λ ratio.
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The effectiveness of algorithms was measured calculating standard
metrics. The performance of taggers were computed with accuracy as
counting correct annotations of tokens and sentences. However, if the corpus
investigated contained a considerable amount of punctuation marks, they
were not involved in the computation. For significance tests, we used the
paired Wilcoxon signed rank test as implemented in the SciPy toolkit [36].
Next, the improvement of taggers was examined calculating relative error rate
reduction.
Simple classification scenarios were evaluated computing precision,
recall and F-score for each class. Furthermore, overall accuracy values were
provided as well. Finally, numeric scores were compared with mean relative
error [37] and Pearson’s correlation coefficient [37].
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I

New scientific results
Effective
morphological
tagging
morphologically rich languages

methods

for

Full morphological tagging is a complex task composed of two parts. Beside
identifying morpho-syntactic tags, lemmata of words must be computed
as well. While the first task is a well-known problem of natural language
processing, the latter one is often neglected. Results are summarized by
describing the new lemmatization method first, followed by the full tagging
systems.
T HESIS I.1. I developed a new lemmatization method for
agglutinative languages. The presented algorithm is based
on the output of a morphological analyzer. It can handle
both known and unknown words effectively by incorporating
diverse stochastic models. Results presented show that the new
system has high accuracy on Hungarian texts.
Publications: [18, 17, 10, 8]
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The proposed algorithm performs lemmatization in two steps. First, it
uses a morphological analyzer and a guesser component to generate lemma
candidates, then disambiguation is performed using stochastic models. The
latter part is carried out calculating the score (S) of each lemma (l) for a
given word (w) and tag (t) using the interpolation of two different models:
S(l|w, t) = P (l)λ1 P (l, t|w)λ2

(1)

The system combines a simple unigram model with the output of a
suffix-based guesser. To calculate the lambda parameters, guesses of models
are evaluated on the training data, then the better model’s score gets increased
while that of the worse one is decreased.
Several experiments have been presented on the Szeged Corpus showing
that the proposed method has superior accuracy for Hungarian compared to
other available tools.
—•—

T HESIS I.2. I designed a hybrid morphological tagging
system (PurePos1 ) for less-resourced and agglutinative
languages. The method relies on stochastic methods
incorporating the output of a morphological analyzer.
Its lemmatization component utilizes algorithms presented in
Thesis I.1. Furthermore, the tool is built up in a way to be able
to incorporate domain-specific rules effectively. Experiments
confirm its state-of-the-art accuracy for Hungarian and
resource-scare scenarios.
Publications: [18, 17, 10, 8]
The architecture of PurePos (cf. Figure 1) is built up to allow multiple
models cooperating effectively. The disambiguation is carried out in multiple
steps. The data flow starts from a MA providing word analyses as (lemma,
1 The
presented system is
https://github.com/ppke-nlpg/purepos

open

source
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and

is

freely

available

at

Figure 1 The architecture of the full morphological tagging tool
tag) pairs. Next, trigram-tagging methods (see [30, 31]) are employed for
selecting morpho-syntactic labels of words. Finally, lemmatization is carried
out employing the methods presented in Thesis I.1.

Figure 2 Learning curves of full morphological taggers on the Szeged Corpus
(using Humor labels)
Several experiments were carried out measuring the performance of
PurePos on the Szeged Corpus [22]. Results show that the new method yields
very high (96.26%) full tagging accuracy on Hungarian. Moving on, I also
compared existing tagging systems with the presented one on a less-resourced
scenario. These experiments showed (cf. Figure 2) that PurePos can be
successfully used even when the training dataset is limited. Finally, all the
hybrid enhancements of PurePos ware evaluated one-by-one, showing that
they can be used to fix several sorts of errors.
—•—
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Although, methods of Thesis group I.2 have high accuracy, it was shown
that they can be improved further. Therefore, a combination technique is
presented increasing the ceiling of morphological tagging tools’ performance
for agglutinative languages.
T HESIS I.3. I developed a methodology for combining
morphological tagging systems effectively. The system
presented selects the best lemma and tag candidates
separately using two different combination methods. These
components are trained with cross-validation using instance
based learning. I showed that my method can significantly
reduce the number of errors of existing annotation tools.
Publications: [20, 9, 5]
First of all, discrepancy of tagging systems was analyzed. For this, I
designed a new metric (Own Error Rate) which measures the differences of
output of taggers. It turned out that the most typical mistakes of HuLaPos [7]
and PurePos are different enough to be aggregated.
Following this, the most common combination techniques were
investigated considering their applicability to full morphological tagging.
Next, a new combination method was presented involving adapted feature
sets for a morphologically rich language. It utilizes instance based learning
[32] and trains classifiers with cross-validation, which can employ the whole
training dataset for both the baseline tools and the level-one learners. The
novelty of the presented method is its architecture (cf. Figure 3) which
allows us to utilize different combiners for the lemmatization and PoS tagging
subtasks.
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Figure 3 Combining the output of two PoS taggers and lemmatizers
Finally, evaluation experiments were presented indicating that the number
errors of the best tagger can be decreased further. The new algorithm could
reduce the number of errors of PurePos by 28.90%.

II

Measuring
morpho-syntactic
complexity
morphological annotation algorithms

using

Measuring morpho-syntactic complexity is usually carried out calculating
mean length of utterances. This metric is often computed in words
for analytical languages, while morphemes (MLUm) are used for
morphologically complex ones. Although automatic methods and tools exist
for e.g English, other less-resourced languages lack such systems. Therefore,
MLUm could be only computed manually, which is a rather time-consuming
task.
This thesis group presents2 methods for processing speech transcripts
effectively and estimating mean length of utterance in morphemes
automatically.
2 This research has been conducted together with Kinga Jelencsik-Mátyus. My contributions
are the construction of the tagging chain, its adaptation and the automatization of the MLUm
calculation.
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T HESIS II.1. I developed a hybrid morphological tagging
chain for Hungarian child-language transcripts. My method
builds on top of the results presented in Thesis I.2 by adapting
them to the domain. Evaluation shows that performance
of the method is comparable with that of tagging methods
for written corpora. Moreover, experiments indicate that the
algorithm presented is accurate enough to be used in further
applications.
Publications: [2, 4]
The proposed method adapts the algorithms introduced in Thesis I.2
for spoken Hungarian. For this, the Humor morphological analyzer was
augmented first with analyses of words typical to the domain. Next, the output
of PurePos was adjusted utilizing domain-specific knowledge.
For this, a gold corpus of about 1,000 utterances from the HUKILC was
created by the manual annotation of texts. Additionally, a new tagging scheme
was designed representing the characteristics of spoken language properly.
The evaluation of the chain resulted in 96% token-level precision, which
is comparable with that of taggers for corpora of written language. Therefore,
my investigation showed that PurePos is an appropriate base for tagging
corpora of transcribed spoken texts.
—•—

T HESIS II.2. I proposed a new algorithm for estimating
morpho-syntactic complexity (calculating mean length of
utterance in morphemes) in Hungarian child language
transcripts. The method uses the morphological tagging chain
of Thesis II.1 as a base. Evaluation of the system indicates
that the methodology presented can properly replace the
time-consuming manual computation of human annotators.
Publications: [2, 4]
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The estimation method analyzes morphological annotations of tokens.
Words known by the analyzer are decomposed by Humor, while lengths of
unknown words are guessed based on their PoS labels. This is followed by
morpheme counting rules implementing linguistic guidelines, thus providing
relevant estimates.
As regards resources, a manually checked corpus was created for the
experiments. Evaluation of the methods on this dataset shows that my
results highly correlate (0.9901) with counts of human annotators. Further
on, I showed that the mean relative error of the method is only 4.49%.
Thus, the proposed algorithm can properly replace the labor-intensive human
computation.

III

Effective preprocessing methods for a less-resourced
noisy domain

More and more electronic health records are produced in hospitals containing
valuable but hidden knowledge. Since doctors cannot spend enough time on
writing their reports properly, notes often contain numerous errors. Because
of such mistakes, processing of these texts cannot be carried out using
general-purpose tools. Moreover, while several algorithms are becoming
available for English, Hungarian and other morphologically rich languages
are still neglected.
T HESIS III.1. I developed a new framework which segments
noisy clinical records into words and sentences accurately. The
method is built on top of well-known tokenization rules (e.g.
[38]), however, it augments them with unsupervised heuristics.
Evaluations showed that the algorithm can properly identify
word and sentence boundaries in noisy clinical notes. Results
also indicate that other systems available cannot handle such
erroneous texts.
Publications: [5, 14, 3]
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Figure 4 The architecture of the proposed method
The proposed method builds on pattern-matching algorithms taken from
general-purpose tokenization tools. Even though these methods perform with
high accuracy, their recall still stays low. Therefore, this study proposes a
method (see Figure 4) which improves their performance using unsupervised
heuristics and a domain-specific morphologic analyzer. First, the scaled log λ
method [35] was adapted by introducing new scaling factors. Next, the Humor
morphological analyzer was utilized to reveal further sentence boundaries.
The evaluation of the framework was carried out on a manually
segmented corpus. Numerous metrics (such as precision, recall, F-score)
were employed measuring the performance of the proposed tool. Moreover,
existing Hungarian approaches were also compared with the proposed one.
Results show that other systems available can only produce low quality
segmentation. Most of them yields F-scores less than 50% in sentence
boundary identification. On the contrary, the method proposed can detect both
token and sentence boundaries accurately, producing F-values over 90%.
—•—

T HESIS III.2. I showed that tagging methods of Thesis
I.2 can be applied for annotating electronic health records
satisfactorily. In doing so, PurePos was adjusted with
stochastic and symbolic domain adaptation techniques. The
quality of the annotation produced is comparable with that of
general written tagger tools.
Publications: [16, 1, 3]
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First of all, an extended version of the Humor analyzer was used as a
base of the tagging chain, since it was prepared3 for electronic health records.
Further on, the tagging chain was improved using a detailed error analysis of
the baseline tagger.
For this, a manually annotated corpus was created containing texts of
clinical notes. Results on this dataset show that the improved system performs
significantly better (93.73%) than the baseline system (88.09%). However,
future work might target the segmentation and tagging tasks with a unified
framework, since both systems have the most problems with abbreviated
terms.
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Applications

The methods presented here solve basic preprocessing tasks such as
text segmentation and morphological tagging. Since these are essential
components of any language processing chain, our results can be applied
in numerous fields of natural language technology. In general, text mining
solutions and information extraction tools utilize such algorithms. Since
our methods aim morphologically rich and less-resourced languages (and
especially Hungarian), they can be used to boost tasks involving such
languages.
Concerning general tagging methods of Theses I.1 and I.2, they have been
successfully applied in several Hungarian projects. Their applications involve
the following studies:
1. Laki et al. [7] have developed an English to Hungarian
morpheme-based statistical machine translation method using
PurePos,
2. Novák et al. [12] have annotated Old and Middle Hungarian texts
employing our methods,
3 The

lexicon extension was carried out by Attila Novák [15] .
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3. Endrédy et al. [39] have proposed a noun phrase detection toolkit
utilizing the morphological tagging tool presented,
4. Indig and Prószéky have applied [40] the proposed tagger tool for a
batch spelling-correction tool and
5. Prószéky et al. [41] have built their psycho-linguistically motivated
parser on top of PurePos.
Next, Thesis group II presents methods and resources for analyzing
transcripts of spoken language which can serve NLP applications of
the domain. Besides, methods of Thesis II.2 estimate morpho-syntactic
complexity of children language, thus can replace the labor-intense manual
work. Furthermore, Jelencsik-Mátyus utilizes [42] these algorithms in her
research investigating the language development of Hungarian kindergarten
children.
Finally, the last (III) Thesis group details methods for processing noisy
texts effectively. Algorithms of Thesis III.1 segment clinical texts accurately,
providing proper output for information extraction applications. Furthermore,
lessons learned from our tagging methods could help the development of
accurate text mining tools in the target domain. Besides, an ongoing project
[43, 44, 3] on processing Hungarian electronic health records benefits from
the proposed methods.
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